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Abstract In this paper we introduce the topics that we will cover in
the RuSSIR 2014 course on Author Profiling and Plagiarism Detection
(APPD). Author profiling distinguishes between classes of authors study-
ing how language is shared by classes of people. This task helps in iden-
tifying profiling aspects such as gender, age, native language, or even
personality type. In case of the plagiarism detection task we are not
interested in studying how language is shared. On the contrary, given a
document we are interested in investigating if the writing style changes in
order to unveil text inconsistencies, i.e., unexpected irregularities through
the document such as changes in vocabulary, style and text complexity.
In fact, when it is not possible to retrieve the source document(s) where
plagiarism has been committed from, the intrinsic analysis of the sus-
picious document is the only way to find evidence of plagiarism. The
difficulty in retrieving the source of plagiarism could be due to the fact
that the documents are not available on the web or the plagiarised text
fragments were obfuscated via paraphrasing or translation (in case the
source document was in another language). In this overview, we also dis-
cuss the results of the shared tasks on author profiling (gender and age
identification) and plagiarism detection that we help to organise at the
PAN Lab on Uncovering Plagiarism, Authorship, and Social Software
Misuse (http://pan.webis.de).
1 Author Profiling: How Writing Style is Shared
Author profiling tries to determine an author’s gender, age, native language,
personality type, etc. solely by analysing her texts. Profiling anonymous authors
is a problem of growing importance, both from forensic and marketing perspec-
tives. From a forensic perspective it is important to identify the linguistic profile
of an author of a harassing text message or a potential online paedophile on
the basis of the analysis of his writing style in order, for instance, to unveil his
age [58] [7]. From a marketing viewpoint, companies may be interested in know-
ing the demographics of their target group in order to achieve a better market
segmentation.
In this section we will introduce the reader to the profiling aspects of gender
and age identification, describing the shared task that was organised at PAN, and
briefly discussing the obtained results and the way the problem was addressed
by the participants. PAN was the first lab to offer author profiling as a shared
task. At PAN 2013 [58] we aimed at identifying age and gender from a large
corpus collected from social media. Most of the participants used combinations
of style-based features such as frequency of punctuation marks, capital letters,
quotations, and so on, together with POS tags and content-based features such
as latent semantic analysis, bag-of-words, tfidf, dictionary-based words, topic-
based words, and so on. The winner of the PAN 2013 task [29] used second
order representations based on relationships between documents and profiles,
whereas another well-performing approach, winner of the English subtask [35],
used collocations. Following we summarise the evaluation of 10 author profilers
that have been submitted to the shared task that was organised in 2014.
Evaluation Corpora In the author profiling task at PAN 2013 [58] partici-
pants approached the task of identifying age and gender in a large corpus col-
lected from social media, and age was annotated with three classes: 10s (13-17),
20s (23-27), and 30s (33-47). At PAN 2014, we continued to study the gender and
age aspects of the author profiling problem, however, four corpora of different
genres were considered—social media, blogs, Twitter, and hotel reviews—both in
English and Spanish. Moreover, we annotated age with the following continuous
classes: 18-24; 25-34; 35-49; 50-64; and 65+.
The social media corpus was built by sampling parts of the PAN 2013 evalu-
ation corpus. We selected only authors with an average number of words greater
than 100 in their posts. We also reviewed manually the data in order to remove
authors who appeared to be fake profiles such as bots. The blogs and Twitter
corpora were manually collected and annotated by three annotators. The Twitter
corpus was built in collaboration with RepLab,1 where the main goal of author
profiling in the context of reputation management on Twitter was to decide how
influential a given user is in a domain of interest. For each blog, we provided
up to 25 posts and for each twitter profile, we provided up to 1000 tweets. The
hotel review corpus is derived from another corpus that was originally used for
aspect-level rating prediction [69].2 The original corpus was crawled from the
hotel review site TripAdvisor3 and manually checked for quality and compliance
with the format requirements of PAN 2014.
Evaluation Results In Table 1 joint identification accuracies for both gender
and age prediction are shown per data set and averaged over all corpora, which
also serves as ranking criterion. The baseline considered the 1000 most frequent
character trigrams. In summary, simple content features, such as bag-of-words
or word n-grams achieve best accuracies. Bag-of-words features are used by Liau
and Vrizlynn [28], word n-grams are used by Maharjan et al. [31], and term
vector models are used by Villena-Román and González-Cristóbal [67]. They
achieved competitive performances on almost all corpora. Weren et al. [70] em-
ployed information retrieval features and Marquardt et al. [32] mixed content




Table 1. Author profiling: joint identification (gender and age) results in terms of
accuracy.
Team Overall Social Media Blogs Twitter Reviews
en es en es en es en
López-Monroy 0.2895 0.1902 0.2809 0.3077 0.3214 0.3571 0.3444 0.2247
Liau 0.2802 0.1952 0.3357 0.2692 0.2321 0.3506 0.3222 0.2564
Shrestha 0.2760 0.2062 0.2845 0.2308 0.2500 0.3052 0.4333 0.2223
Weren 0.2349 0.1914 0.2792 0.2949 0.1786 0.2013 0.2778 0.2211
Villena-Román 0.2315 0.1905 0.1961 0.3077 0.2321 0.2078 0.2667 0.2199
Marquardt 0.1998 0.1428 0.2102 0.1282 0.2679 0.1948 0.3111 0.1437
Baker 0.1677 0.1277 0.1678 0.1282 0.2321 0.1688 0.2111 0.1382
Baseline 0.1404 0.0930 0.1820 0.0897 0.0536 0.1494 0.2333 0.1821
Mechti 0.1067 0.1244 0.1060 0.0897 0.1786 0.0584 0.1444 0.0451
Castillo Juarez 0.0946 0.1445 0.1254 0.1795 0.0893 – – 0.1236
Ashok 0.0834 0.1318 – 0.1282 – 0.1948 – 0.1291
ability index [32, 20], Coleman-Liau index [32, 20], Rix Readability index [32, 20],
Gunning Fog index [20], Flesch-Kinkaid [70]. The approach of López-Monroy et
al. [30] obtained the best overall using a second order representation based on
relationships between documents and profiles.
From the results of Table 1, it can be seen that: a) the highest joint accuracies
were achieved on Twitter data, and, b) the smallest joint accuracies were achieved
in English social media and hotel reviews. It is an open question why these
differences can be observed, whereas possible explanations may be that people
express themselves more spontaneously on Twitter compared to the other genres,
whereas the low scores are due to the approaches’ difficulty of predicting gender
in social media and age in hotel reviews. A complete version of the report can
be found in [59], where a more in-depth analysis of the obtained results as well
as a survey of detection approaches are given.
2 Plagiarism Detection: How Writing Style Changes
Plagiarism is the re-use of someone else’s prior ideas, processes, results, or words
without explicitly acknowledging the original author and source [26]. A person
that fails to provide its corresponding source is suspected of plagiarism. In the
academic domain, some surveys estimate that around 30% of student reports
include plagiarism [2] and a more recent study increases this percentage to more
than 40% [10]. Indeed the amount of text available in electronic media nowadays
has caused cases of plagiarism to increase. As a result, its manual detection has
become infeasible. Models for automatic plagiarism detection are being devel-
oped as a countermeasure. Their main objective is assisting people in the task
of detecting plagiarism—as a side effect, plagiarism is discouraged.
However, not always it is straightforward to retrieve the document(s) that
have been the source of plagiarism because they may be not available or with
a high level of paraphrasing or even in another language. In this section we
describe basic stylistic analysis techniques in order to spot irregularities in the
writing style of the suspicious document. As well we illustrate how performance
of plagiarism detectors decreases in case of obfuscation of the source text via
paraphrasing or translation.
2.1 Stylistic Analysis
When it is not possible to retrieve the document(s) plagiarism has been commit-
ted from, or because they are not available in the given collection (or even on the
web) or due to the high level of obfuscation via paraphrasing or translation, the
evidence of plagiarism has to be found in the document itself (intrinsic plagiarism
detection). The aim is to spot changes in vocabulary, text complexity and writing
style (see Figure 1). In fact, the insertion of text fragments from a different au-
thor into the suspicious document causes style and complexity irregularities. The
Figure 1. Identifying changes in writing style within a document.
quantification can be made by measuring vocabulary richness (type/tokens ra-
tio), basic statistics (average sentence length, average word length, etc.), n-gram
profiles (character level statistics), and text readability measures (e.g. Gunning
Fog, Flesch-Kinkaid, etc.) [36, 62]. We have already mentioned in the previous
section how readability measures help in author profiling as well. In fact, com-
plexity in texts and writing style change with the author’s demographics (e.g. her
age, gender or personality). The formula below refers to the Gunning Fog (GF)
index which, in order to determine the complexity of a given text, takes into
account its total number of sentences, words and complex words, where complex
words are those words with three or more syllables [23]. The value resulting of
this calculation can be interpreted as the number of years of formal education
required to understand the document contents.
GF = 0.4(
|words|
|sentences| + 100 ∗
|complex− words|
|words| ) (1)
Typical values for GF of texts such as a comic, a Newsweek article, and
scientific texts are: GF(comic)=6, GF(Newsweek)=10, GF(T1)=15.2, and
GF(T2)=14.1
Let us analyse the three text fragments of the example below.
Example 1. In this work, we have carried out some research on the influence
that mineral salts on the mood of people. For this research I have worked with 5
people who have taken water with different amount of mineral salts. Our theory
is that the more minerals are in the water, the more moody people are. [...]
Mineral salts are inorganic molecules of easy ionization in presence of water;
in living beings they appear by precipitation as well as dissolved mineral salts. [...]
Dissolved mineral salts are always ionized. These salts have a structural function
and pH regulating functions, of the osmotic pressure and and of biochemical
reactions, in which specific ions are involved.
It seems to me that the results are good. [...]
Figure 2 illustrates statistics and measures used for stylistic analysis. Values
for the first and third paragraphs (third column) are in back, whereas the values
for the more formal second paragraph (second column) are in red.
Figure 2. Stylisic analysis.
Although when the suspicious document is short an expert simply reading it
could quite easily detect text inconsistencies and writing style changes, when the
document is long (e.g. a thesis or a report) spotting irregularities in text is not
always straightforward. Therefore, it is important to have tools that could help
the experts (e.g. forensic linguists, teachers, etc.) in highlighting suspicious text
fragments. For instance, Stylysis4 is a tool whose aim is to provide the expert
with a linguistic profile of the document on the basis of a stylistic analysis in order
to determine whether or not there are text fragments of different writing styles.
Stylysis analyses documents in English, Spanish or Catalan. The tool divides the
text into fragments and for each of them, it calculates basic statistics, as well as
vocabulary richness measure (function K proposed by Yule [72] and function R
proposed by Honore [25]) and text readability measures (Gunning Fog index [23]
and Flesch-Kincaid Readability test [11]).
4 http://memex2.dsic.upv.es/StylisticAnalysis
2.2 Obfuscation via Paraphrasing
The linguistic phenomena underlying plagiarism have barely been analyzed. In
[33] different kinds of plagiarism are identified: of ideas, of references, of author-
ship, word by word, and paraphrase plagiarism. In the first case, ideas, knowledge
or theories from another person are claimed without proper citation. In plagia-
rism of references and authorship, citations and entire documents are included
without any mention of their authors. Word by word plagiarism, also known
as copy–paste or verbatim copy, consists of the exact copy of a text (fragment)
from a source into the plagiarised document. Regarding paraphrase plagiarism,
a different form expressing the same content is used.
For this purpose we will show how the plagiarism detectors that partici-
pated in the PAN shared task in 2010 decreased their performance on the subset
of paraphrase plagiarism cases of the PAN-PC-10 corpus [48]. First, we briefly
describe the evaluation measures that are employed in the shared task on pla-
giarism detection [45].
Evaluation Measures As automatic plagiarism detection is identified as an
information retrieval task, evaluation is usually carried out on the basis of recall
and precision. Nevertheless, plagiarism detection aims at retrieving plagiarised–
source fragments rather than documents. Given a suspicious document dq and
a collection of potential source documents D, the detector should retrieve: a) a
specific text fragment sq ∈ dq, potential case of plagiarism; and b) a specific
text fragment s ∈ d, the claimed source for sq. Therefore, special versions of
precision and recall have been proposed at PAN in order to fit in this framework.
The plagiarized text fragments are treated as basic retrieval units, with si ∈ S
defining a query for which a plagiarism detection algorithm returns a result

















where  computes the positionally overlapping characters. In both equations,
S and R represent the entire set of actually plagiarized text fragments and
detections, respectively.
Consider Fig. 3 for an illustrative example. {s1, s2, s3} ∈ S represent text
sequences in the document that are known to be plagiarised. A given detector
recognises the sequences {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5} ∈ R as plagiarised. Substituting the









Figure 3. A document as character sequence, including plagiarized sections S and
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Once precision and recall are computed, they are combined into their har-
monic mean (F1-measure).
Evaluation Results Figure 4 (a) shows the evaluations computed by con-
sidering the entire PAN-PC-10 corpus. The best recall values are around 0.70,
with very good values of precision, some of them above 0.90. The results, when
considering only the simulated cases, that is, those generated by manual para-
phrasing, are presented in Fig. 4 (b) . In most of the cases, the quality of the
detections decreases dramatically compared to the results on the entire corpus,
which also contains translated, verbatim and automatically modified plagiarism.
The difficulty to detect paraphrase plagiarism cases in the PAN-PC-10 corpus
was also stressed in [64]. Manually created cases seem to be much harder to de-
tect than the other, artificially generated, cases (when the simulated cases in the
PAN-PC-10 corpus were generated, volunteers had specific instructions to create
rewritings with a high obfuscation degree). This can be appreciated when look-
ing at the difference of capabilities of the plagiarism detector applied at the 2009
and 2010 shared tasks by [22] and [21], practically the same implementation. At
the first shared task, whose corpus included artificial cases only, its recall was of
0.66 while in the second one, with simulated (i.e., paraphrase plagiarism) cases,
it decreased to 0.48.
Interestingly, the best performing plagiarism detectors on the paraphrase
plagiarism corpus are not the ones that performed the best at the PAN-10 shared
task. For instance, this is the case of [39] that apply greedy string tiling, which
aims at detecting as long as possible identical text fragments. This approach
outperforms the rest of detectors when dealing with cases with a high density of
identical fragments (with paraphrase plagiarism cases in between).
The complete analysis of the results can be found in [6], where a paraphrase
typology is employed in order to investigate further the relationship between
paraphrasing and plagiarism. Figure 4 (c) shows the evaluation results when
considering only the cases included in the P4Psubset of the corpus that was
annotated with the types of the paraphrase typology.5
2.3 Obfuscation via Translation
The detection of plagiarism is even more difficult when it concerns documents
written in different languages. Cross-language (CL) plagiarism detection at-
tempts to identify and extract automatically plagiarism among documents in
different languages. Recently a survey was done on scholar practices and at-
titudes [3], also from a cross-language plagiarism perspective which manifests
that CL plagiarism is a real problem: in fact, only 36.25% of students think that
translating a text fragment and including it into their report is plagiarism.
In recent years there have been a few approaches to cross-language simi-
larity analysis that can be used for CL plagiarism detection [5]. A simple, yet
effective approach is the cross-language character n-gram (CL-CNG) model [34].
Using character n-grams, it takes into account the syntax of documents, and
offers remarkable performance for languages with syntactic similarities. Cross-
language explicit semantic analysis (CL-ESA) [46, 50] represents a document
by its similarities to a collection of documents. These similarities in turn are
computed with a monolingual retrieval model such as the vector space model.
The cross-language alignment-based similarity analysis (CL-ASA) model [4, 50]
is instead based on statistical machine translation and combines probabilistic
translations, using a statistical bilingual dictionary and similarity analysis. The
cross-language conceptual thesaurus based similarity (CL-CTS) model [24] tries
to measure the similarity between the documents in terms of shared concepts,
using a conceptual thesaurus, and named entities among them.
Plagiarised fragments can be translated verbatim copies or may alter their
structure to hide the copying, which is known as paraphrasing and is more dif-
ficult to detect. In order to improve the detection of paraphrase plagiarism,
a model named cross-language knowledge graph analysis (CL-KBS) was intro-
duced [15]. Its goal is to exploit explicit semantics for a better representation
































































































































































































































Figure 4. Evaluation of the PAN-10 competition participants’ plagiarism detectors.
Figures show evaluations over: (a) entire PAN-PC-10 corpus (including artificial, trans-
lated, and simulated cases); (b) simulated cases only; (c) sample of simulated cases
annotated on the basis of the paraphrases typology: the P4P corpus. Note the change
of scale in (c) .
graphs that expand and relate the original concepts from suspicious and source
text fragments. Finally, the similarity is measured in a semantic graph space. In
this section we compare CL-KGA with CL-ASA and CL-CNG because obtaining
the best results in a previous study [50].
Cross-Language Character N-Grams The cross-language character n-
gram (CL-CNG) model has shown to improve the performance of CL information
retrieval for syntactically similar languages. This model typically uses character
trigrams (CL-C3G) to compare documents in different languages [50].
Given a source document d written in a language L1 and a suspicious doc-
ument d′ written in language L2, the similarity S(d, d′) between the two docu-
ments is measured as follows:
S(d, d′) =
d · d′
|d| · |d′| , (4)
where d and d′ are the vector representation of documents d and d′ into character
n-gram space.
Cross-Language Alignment based Similarity Analysis The cross-
language alignment based similarity analysis (CL-ASA) model measures the
similarity between two documents d and d′, from two different languages L1
and L2 respectively, by aligning the documents at word level and determining
the probability of d′ being a translation of d. The similarity S(d, d′) between
both documents is measured as in Equation 5:
S(d, d′) = l(d, d′) ∗ t(d|d′), (5)
where l(d, d′) is the length factor defined in [56], which is used as normalization
since two documents with the same content, in different languages do not have







where p(x, y) is the probability of a word x from language L1 being a transla-
tion of word y from L2. These probabilities can be obtained using a bilingual
statistical dictionary.
Cross-Language Knowledge Graph Analysis The cross-language knowl-
edge graphs analysis (CL-KGA) model uses knowledge graphs generated from
a multilingual semantic network (MSN) in order to obtain a context model of
text fragments in different languages. We employ BabelNet [38], although the
graph-based model is generic and could be applied with other available MSNs
such as EuroWordNet [68].
A knowledge graph is a weighted and labelled graph that expands and relates
the original concepts of a set of words, providing a “context model”. Using
BabelNet to build the graphs we can have a multilingual dimension for each of
the concepts. Therefore, we can compare directly pairs of graphs built from text
fragments in different languages to detect CL plagiarism.
We can build a knowledge graph using a MSN such as BabelNet as follows:
having a concept set C, we search BabelNet for paths connecting each pair
c, c‘ ∈ C, obtaining the set of paths P , where each p ∈ P is a set of concepts
and relations between concepts from C which include the conceptual expansion.
The knowledge graph g is obtained after joining the paths from P including all
its concepts and relations. Finally, to weight the concepts we use their degree
of relatedness, i.e. the number of outgoing edges for each node. The relation
weighting is performed also in function of the degree of relatedness of their
source and target concepts.
Figure 5. Knowledge graph built from the sentence “Spanish premium risk reaches
historic records”, simplified without the multilingual dimension, and with labels and
weights only inside the dashed circle.
Example 3. Having the English sentence of Example 2, we obtain its con-
cepts C = {Spanish, premium risk, reach, record, historic}. Using BabelNet to
build a knowledge graph g from C, we obtain a concept set Cg = C ∪C′, where
C′ = {economy, finance, history...} is the expanded concept set. In addition,
we obtain a relation set R ∈ {related-to, has-part, belong-to, is-a...} between
concepts of Cg. We can observe the resulting graph g in Fig. 5.
To compare graphs we use a similarity function S that is an adapted version
of flexible comparison of conceptual graphs similarity algorithm presented in [37].
S(g, g′) = Sc(g, g





































where Sc is the score of the concepts, Sr is the score of the relations, a and b are
smoothing variables to give the appropriate relevance to concepts and relations,
c is a concept, r is a relation, gint is the resulting graph of the intersection
between g and g′, and N(c, g) is the set of all the relations connected to the
concept c in a given graph g.
Evaluation Corpus and Measures In our evaluation we use the German-
English (DE-EN) and Spanish-English (ES-EN) CL plagiarism partitions of the
PAN-PC’11 corpus [51]. We evaluate the performance of CL-KGA differentiating
plagiarism cases between translated verbatim copies and paraphrase translations
in which their structure was changed in order to hide the copying [51]. We
compare the results obtained by CL-KGA with those provided by CL-ASA and
CL-C3G (CL-CNG using 3-grams) for the same task. For CL-ASA model we use
two statistical dictionaries: BabelNet’s statistical dictionary (CL-ASABN [15])
and a dictionary trained using the word-aligment model IBM M1 [42] on the
JRC-Acquis [65] corpus.
With respect to the evaluation measures, apart from precision and recall
at character level, the granularity measure was considered. In fact, due that
neither precision nor recall account that plagiarism detectors sometimes report
overlapping or multiple detections for a single plagiarism case, the granularity







where SR ⊆ S are cases detected by detections in R, and Rs ⊆ R are detections
of s; i.e., SR = {s | s ∈ S and ∃r ∈ R : r detects s} and Rs = {r | r ∈
R and r detects s}.
Finally, the three measures are combined into a single overall score to allow





Table 2. DE-EN cross-language plagiarism detection results for automatic and para-
phrase translation cases, displayed in the decreasing order of the PlagDet score.
Model
German-English
Automatic translations Paraphrase translations
PlagDet Recall PrecisionGranularity PlagDet Recall PrecisionGranularity
CL-KGA 0.5296 0.4671 0.6306 1.0188 0.1006 0.2101 0.0661 1.0
CL-ASAIBMM1 0.4230 0.3690 0.6019 1.1163 0.0462 0.0978 0.0303 1.0
CL-ASABN 0.3019 0.2363 0.5962 1.1753 0.0275 0.0796 0.0166 1.0
CL-C3G 0.0909 0.0564 0.3414 1.0913 0.0185 0.0389 0.0121 1.0
Evaluation Results As we can see in Table 2, for the DE-EN CL plagia-
rism detection, CL-C3G obtains the lowest results, being the baseline for this
kind of experiments, due to the simplicity of the approach which uses n-grams.
CL-ASABN uses BabelNet’s statistical dictionary, obtaining average results, de-
spite many German words in the dictionary were not found. CL-ASAIBMM1
outperforms the baseline PlagDet by 365% in automatic translations and 149%
in paraphrase translations. Finally, CL-KGA obtains the best values, increasing
the baseline PlagDet by 478% in automatic translations and 443% in paraphrase
translations, along with better values for recall, precision and granularity.
Table 3. ES-EN cross-language plagiarism detection results for automatic and para-
phrase translation cases, displayed in the decreasing order of the PlagDet score.
Model
Spanish-English
Automatic translations Paraphrase translations
PlagDet Recall PrecisionGranularity PlagDet Recall PrecisionGranularity
CL-KGA 0.6087 0.5399 0.7036 1.0050 0.0993 0.1979 0.0662 1.0
CL-ASABN 0.5793 0.5245 0.6631 1.0154 0.0738 0.1909 0.0457 1.0
CL-ASAIBMM1 0.5339 0.4728 0.6911 1.0729 0.0612 0.1501 0.0384 1.0
CL-C3G 0.1756 0.1336 0.6158 1.3796 0.0289 0.0587 0.0192 1.0
As we can see in Table 3, for ES-EN CL plagiarism detection, the models
performance was quite similar to the one obtained for DE-EN. CL-C3G is the
baseline with the lowest values. CL-ASABN increases the baseline PlagDet by
230% in automatic translations and 155% in paraphrase translations. This time
CL-ASABN obtains better results than CL-ASAIBMM1 showing that using Ba-
belNet’s statistical dictionary for ES-EN plagiarism detection allows to obtain
a good performance. CL-KGA obtains the best values with all the measures,
increasing the baseline PlagDet by 246% in automatic translations and 243% in
paraphrase translations. The granularity for CL-KGA is the closest to 1.0, the
best possible value. A more detailed analysis can be found in [16].
3 Related Work
3.1 Author Profiling
The study of how certain linguistic features vary according to the profile of their
authors is a subject of interest for several different areas such as psychology,
linguistics and, more recently, computational linguistics. In the first section we
already mentioned how the teams that participated in the PAN shared task
approached author profiling. In this section we describe some of the previous
works.
Argamon et al. [1] analysed formal written texts extracted from the British
National Corpus, combining function words with part-of-speech features and
achieving approximately 80% accuracy in gender prediction. Koppel et al. [27]
studied the problem of automatically determining an author’s gender in social
media by proposing combinations of simple lexical and syntactic features, and
achieving approximately 80% accuracy. Schler et al. [61] studied the effect of age
and gender in the writing style in blogs; they gathered over 71,000 blogs and
obtained a set of stylistic features like non-dictionary words, parts-of-speech,
function words and hyperlinks, combined with content features, such as word
unigrams with the highest information gain. They modeled age in three classes
—10s (13-17), 20s (23-27) and 30s (33-47)— obtaining an accuracy of about 80%
for gender identification and about 75% for age identification. They showed that
language features in blogs correlate with age, as reflected in, for example, the use
of prepositions and determiners. Goswami et al. [19] added some new features as
slang words and the average length of sentences, improving accuracy to 80.3%
in age group identification and to 89.2% in gender detection. More recently,
Nguyen et al. [40] studied the use of language and age among Dutch Twitter
users. They modelled age as a continuous variable and used an approach based on
logistic regression. They measured the effect of the gender in the performance of
age identification, considering both variables as inter-dependent, and achieved
correlations up to 0.74 and mean absolute errors between 4.1 and 6.8 years.
Pennebaker et al. [44] connected language use with personality traits, studying
how the variation of linguistic characteristics in a text can provide information
regarding the gender and age of its author.
A shared task on computational personality recognition was recently organ-
ised at the WCPR workshop of ICWSM 20136 and at ACM Multimedia 2014.7
Moreover, a shared task was also organised at the BEA-8 Workshop of NAACL-
HLT 2013 on another aspect of author profiling: native language identification.8
The number of shared tasks on different aspects of author profiling (gender and
age identification, personality recognition, and native language identification)
show the raising interest of the scientific community in this challenging problem.
3.2 Plagiarism Detection
In recent years, the evaluation of plagiarism detectors has been studied in
the context of the PAN evaluation labs that have been organised annually
since 2009.9 During the first three labs, a total of 43 plagiarism detectors have
been evaluated using this framework [47, 49, 51]. The two recent editions re-




9 The corpora PAN-PC-2009/2010/2011 are available at
http://www.webis.de/research/corpora
Table 4. Plagiarism detection: source retrieval results.
Team Downloaded Total Workload to No Runtime
(alphabetical Sources Workload 1st Detection Detect.
order) F1 precision recall Queries Dwlds Queries Dwlds
Elizalde 0.34 0.40 0.39 54.5 33.2 16.4 3.9 7 04:02:00
Kong 0.12 0.08 0.48 83.5 207.1 85.7 24.9 6 24:03:31
Prakash 0.39 0.38 0.51 60.0 38.8 8.1 3.8 7 19:47:45
Suchomel 0.11 0.08 0.40 19.5 237.3 3.1 38.6 2 45:42:06
Williams 0.47 0.57 0.48 117.1 14.4 18.8 2.3 4 39:44:11
Zubarev 0.45 0.54 0.45 37.0 18.6 5.4 2.3 3 40:42:18
text alignment. Both source retrieval and text alignment have been identified as
integral parts of plagiarism detection [63]. Instead of again applying a semiau-
tomatic approach to corpus construction, a large corpus of manually generated
plagiarism has been crowdsourced in order to increase the level of realism [18].
This corpus comprises 297 essays of about 5000 words length, written by profes-
sional writers. In this regard the writers were given a set of topics to choose from
along with two more technical rules: i) to use the ChatNoir search engine [53] to
research their topic of choice, and ii) to reuse text passages from retrieved web
pages in order to compose their essay. The resulting essays represent the to-date
largest corpus of realistic text reuse cases available, and they have been employed
to evaluate another 33 plagiarism detectors in the past three labs [52, 54, 55].
Source Retrieval In source retrieval, given a suspicious document and a web
search engine, the task is to retrieve all source documents from which text has
been reused whilst minimizing retrieval costs. To study this task, we employ
a controlled, static web environment, which consists of a large web crawl and
search engines indexing it. Using this setup, we built the previously described
large corpus of manually generated text reuse in the form of essays, which serve
as suspicious documents and which are fed into a plagiarism detector.
Table 4 shows the performances of the six plagiarism detectors that imple-
mented source retrieval. Their cost-effectiveness is measured as average workload
per suspicious document, and as average numbers of queries and downloads until
the first true positive detection has been made. These statistics reveal if a source
retrieval algorithm finds sources quickly, thus reducing its usage costs. Moreover,
we measure precision and recall of downloaded documents with regard to the true
source documents and compute F1.
None of the detectors dominates the others in terms of all of the employed
measures, whereas three detectors share the top scores among them. The detec-
tor of Williams et al. [71] achieves the best trade-off between precision and recall
in terms of F1 as well as best precision, whereas the detector of Prakash and
Saha [57] achieves best recall. Suchomel and Brandejs [66]’s detector requires
least query workload, least queries until first detection, and detects source docu-
ments for almost all of the test documents. The detector of Williams et al. [71],
however, performs worst in terms of total querying workload, since it requires
117 queries on average. Posing a query to a search engine may entail significant
costs, whereas downloading a document is considered much less costly. By com-
parison, the detector of Zubarev and Sochenkov [73] achieves a similarly good
Table 5. Plagiarism detection: text alignment results.
Team PlagDet Recall Precision Granularity Runtime
Sanchez-Perez 0.87818 0.87904 0.88168 1.00344 00:25:35
Oberreuter 0.86933 0.85779 0.88595 1.00369 00:05:31
Palkovskii 0.86806 0.82637 0.92227 1.00580 01:10:04
Glinos 0.85930 0.79331 0.96253 1.01695 00:23:13
Shrestha 0.84404 0.83782 0.85906 1.00701 69:51:15
R. Torrejón 0.82952 0.76903 0.90427 1.00278 00:00:42
Gross 0.82642 0.76622 0.93272 1.02514 00:03:00
Kong 0.82161 0.80746 0.84006 1.00309 00:05:26
Abnar 0.67220 0.61163 0.77330 1.02245 01:27:00
Alvi 0.65954 0.55068 0.93375 1.07111 00:04:57
Baseline 0.42191 0.34223 0.92939 1.27473 00:30:30
Gillam 0.28302 0.16840 0.88630 1.00000 00:00:55
trade-off between precision and recall with much less querying costs and compa-
rable downloading costs. This detector also competes in terms of workload until
first true positive detection with less than 6 queries and about 2 downloads on
average.
Text Alignment In text alignment, given a pair of documents, the task is
to identify all contiguous passages of reused text between them. Table 5 shows
the overall performance of eleven plagiarism detectors that implemented text
alignment. Performances are measured using precision and recall at character
level as well as granularity (i.e., how often the same plagiarism case is detected)
and PlagDet. The detectors are ranked by PlagDet. The best performing detector
is that of Sanchez-Perez et al. [60], closely followed by the detectors of Oberreuter
and Eiselt [41] and Palkovsii and Belov [43]. The detailed performances of each
detector with regard to different kinds of obfuscation can be found in [55].
4 Conclusions
In this paper we introduced the reader to author profiling and plagiarism detec-
tion as well as to the PAN shared tasks. The difficulties of both tasks have been
highlighted together with the way the participating teams have approach them.
To improve the reproducibility of shared tasks, participants are asked at PAN
to submit running softwares instead of their run output. To deal with the or-
ganisational overhead involved in handling software submissions, the TIRA web
platform [17] helps to significantly reduce the workload for both participants
and organizers, whereas the submitted softwares are kept in a running state.
This year, 57 softwares have been submitted to our lab, and together with the
58 software submissions of last year, this forms the largest collection of softwares
for our three tasks to date, all of which are readily available for further analysis.
In the future it would be interesting to approach author profiling in social
media considering simultaneously several aspects such as gender, age and per-
sonality. With respect to plagiarism detection, recently it has been approached
also in source code [12, 13], and a PAN shared task on the detection of SOurce
COde (SOCO) re-use has been organised at the Forum for Information Retrieval
Evaluation.10
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